Region One Film Night: A Banner Success

By Gail Bean, RN, Vice Chair Region One

Region One’s first “Pizza, Popcorn and Movie” night held in the new Region One office and conference area was a banner success, and it wasn’t just a coincidence that the film of the evening was titled “With Babies and Banners.” Over 30 people ventured out on a snowy February evening to view this documentary of the heroic actions of women supporting the efforts which led to the victory of the Great General Motors Sit-Down Strike in Flint, Michigan in 1937. The audience was comprised of MNA members, MNA staff, and students from the UMass-Amherst Labor Studies program. Family members, including two young children, filled out the audience.

Filmed in 1977, 40 years after the GM strike, the documentary features interviews with women who had been members of the Women’s Emergency Brigade, a strike support organization, proudly wearing their red berets and arm bands with “WEB” embroidered on them. Each one recounted the various activities they and the other wives, sisters and mothers had engaged in to support the men on strike. Their actions included leaving their homes to work in restaurants cooking food, delivering it through the factory windows to the men inside, and starting day cares to care for the children of the women who were involved in these actions. But the most impressive actions were the picket lines formed by these women which were captured on actual news reel footage. Women picketed outside the factories carrying the American flag, union banners and often with their children in tow. These were actions unheard of back in the 1930’s!

There were several disturbing scenes in the film, which showed some of the actions General Motors took to try to force an end to the strike. The first was where the heat was turned off in...
Members of MNA Region One participated in discussions and workshops at the Western Mass Jobs With Justice Conference (WMJWJ) on March 6th at Holyoke Community College. WMJWJ is a coalition of labor unions, community, businesses, student and faith based organizations, who work together to improve the standard of living for workers, fight for job security, protect workers’ right to organize and mutually support community initiatives to protect the health and welfare of working people. Although JWJ is a national organization, the Western Mass chapter has over sixty member organizations including: Collective Copies, Clean Water Action, Franklin-Hampshire Health Care Coalition, IBEW 2324, MNA, Mass Senior Action, Odyssey Bookshop, Peoples Pint, Springfield Health Disparities Project, SEIU 1199, UAW 2322, National Writers Union, and Springfield Teachers Union.

JWJ coalition members have supported MNA nurses in many contract fights, joining us on our picket lines and also at the State House in Boston to lobby around nursing and health care issues as well as on the Workers Rights Board. Members of the above mentioned organizations and MNA nurses participated in workshops focused on Health Care, Education, Green Jobs and the Economy, and Unemployment, looking for ways to build stronger alliances within our communities. The Health Care panel, which I chaired, had about twenty participants including nurses from Holyoke,
MERCY CONTRACT RATIFIED!

The Mercy Medical Center bargaining unit recently ratified a two-year contract. Under the agreement the RNs gained a reasonable across the board wage increase that will be retroactive to January 1, 2010, a boost in evening differential and some beneficial language improvements. According to unit Chair, Steve Mikelis, RN, the evening shift increase was very important. “For many years we have had a very good differential for the night shift but the evening differential has lagged behind. Our members clearly told us that an increase in this area was extremely important. This contract provides an important first step in improving the evening shift differential.”

During the negotiations Mercy Medical claimed they were not doing well financially although their filings with the state Division of Health Care Financing showed a profit of more than $9 million in the last reported nine month period. In the end, the nurses gained a respectable across the board wage increase in each year of the two-year contract. “When we started negotiations the hospital was all doom and gloom about their finances. After we showed them state reports, they claimed they couldn’t afford more than a 0.5 percent wage increase because they had no idea how things would go after health care reform passed in Washington. We kept pushing and ended up with a good increase compared to other settlements across the state,” said unit Grievance Chair, David Powers, RN.

The nurses also gained a contract provision that guarantees eight hours of rest time after sixteen hours of work or on-call time. “All in all we feel good about this contract,” said Mikelis. “We were able to make decent financial improvements along with language to improve parking lot safety and the ability to donate our earned time to fellow members because of illness or emergencies.”

LETTER FROM THE REGION ONE CHAIR

I was talking recently with someone I had just met. We had a lot of life experiences in common and we were enjoying the conversation. That is until I told him that I was a member of a union. He then told me that unions are insulated from and responsible for all the economic hardships the country is now experiencing.

Soon after that conversation I attended Region One’s first movie night. The film, “With Babies and Banners,” is an account of the women who supported the historic 1936-37 sit-down strike of GM workers in Flint, Michigan. Dangerous work conditions and low pay drove the GM workers to strike. Strike supporters were beaten and tear gassed. Workers and their families faced hunger and economic insecurity. Their suffering, their courage, and their eventual strike victory brought me to tears.

The GM workers’ struggles and those of other workers like them have given us safer working conditions, a living wage, and a seat at the table with management. We must never take for granted what they accomplished for themselves—and for us.

What we do as union members benefits our patients and our communities, not just ourselves. We have the honor and the duty to carry on the legacy of the brave women and men who came before us.

There are lots of opportunities for participation coming up. Take advantage of the interesting and varied educational program offerings. Check out the Region One Labor School. Get on the bus to the State House for the March 31 MNA Lobby Day. Or call or E-mail your legislators in support of our legislation on workplace violence. Join nurses from around the country in Washington, DC, in early May. Come and enjoy our next Region One movie night on May 27. (Family and friends are welcome.) Take part in our annual Region One retreat on June 23.

Get to know your union. There are many ways to be involved. You have a lot to be proud of. And the next generation of nurses will one day thank you.
PIZZA, POPCORN, AND MOVIE, ON THE SEMI-BIG SCREEN AT REGION 1!
241 KING STREET SUITE 226
THURSDAY, MAY 27, 2010
BRING YOUR CO-WORKERS, FRIENDS AND FAMILY. CHILDREN WELCOME!

RSVP TO LET US KNOW YOUR COMING:
413-584-4607 OR REGION1@MNARN.ORG
5:30 PIZZA, 6:00-7:00 FILM
7:00 A SURPRISE GUEST SPEAKER WILL LEAD THE POST-FILM DISCUSSION!

They Can’t Break Our Union

They Can’t Break Our Union chronicles the experiences of 68 members of United Auto Workers Local 430 on strike at Sterling Radiator, an industrial radiator plant in Westfield, Massachusetts. When the employees went out on strike, they thought it would be a typical contract dispute. However, it soon became apparent that the company was out to break their union by permanently hiring replacement workers.

Through interviews with the strikers, their families, and union officials, the video examines the conditions which led to the walkout, the consequences of the long strike on family life, and the personal resolve and commitment of those involved in the strike. The documentary culminates with a dramatic act of civil disobedience, in which 91 union members and community supporters are arrested for blockading a bus delivering strikebreakers to the plant.

Learn more about the film at http://www.turningtide.com/TCBOU.htm

REGION ONE FILM NIGHT: A BANNER SUCCESS

First ever Region One Labor Film! This event was attended by Region 1 members, staff, family, friends, and UMass Labor Center graduate students and faculty. The film, “With Babies and Banners”, and was well received. If you missed the first one, join us on May 27th for the next film night. See below for details.

They can’t break our union...
started making calls, “I called the MNA, the NNU Rapid Response team and anyone else I could think of and got put on lists. Then out of the blue my supervisor told me she knew of a team being put together, and a few days later I was on a plane with Dave Powers and other health care professionals from the Springfield area.” The Mercy RNs found themselves on a large private corporate jet headed for Port Au Prince. The luxury plane not only brought medical personnel but many of the medical supplies they would need. Soon they arrived in Milot, a town in northern Haiti. They settled in to work in a local 60 bed hospital. “The Milot Hospital has 60 beds but we were caring for 360 patients. Many of the patients had come from Port Au Prince or were flown in by helicopter from hospital ships where they were operating, stabilizing and then sending to us,” said Powers. There were tents set up around the hospital to house the patients. Most of the tents held 35 patients and about 35 family members.

“I’m an ER nurse but since we got there two weeks after the earthquake most of the work I did was providing nursing care for orthopedics and amputation rehabilitation. Everybody just jumped in and did whatever was necessary. Often doctors would be doing patient care because that was what was necessary. We worked 14 hours a day but the time flew and it was great to have that spirit of teamwork, and that extended to the patients and their families, who would work with us, and at time, whole tents would be singing together,” said Powers. Demaris is an ICU nurse and soon found herself working in ICU in the Haitian hospital, “My experience is in adult care but there was a need for an experienced RN in the Pedi ICU so I ended up there. It was a wonderful experience. A lot of what I did was teaching the families so they would be able to care for their loved ones, in terms of anything from wound care to rehab exercises. At time when I felt overwhelmed, it would be the families who would comfort me.”

Both said they would return given the opportunity and that they learned a lot about health care both here and in Haiti.
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You know nurses who have made a difference. You can identify individual contributions that go beyond the ordinary. You recognize excellence in nursing practice, education, research and service. Now it’s your turn to make a difference! Nominate a nurse for a 2010 MNA Annual Award. Help give MNA the opportunity to reward and applaud outstanding nurses Awards will be presented at the Annual Awards Dinner at the MNA Convention in October.

The awards are as follows: Doris Gagne Addictions Nursing Award; Elaine Cooney Labor Relations Award; Judith Shindul Rothschild Leadership Award; Kathryn McGinn Cutler Advocate for Health and Safety Award; MNA Excellence in Nursing Practice Award; MNA Human Needs Service Award; MNA Advocate For Nursing Award; MNA Image of the Professional Nurse Award; MNA Bargaining Unit Rookie of the Year Award; MNA Nursing Education Award; MNA Research Award.

To receive nomination papers and or information for any awards, contact Liz Chmielinski at MNA, 340 Turnpike St, Canton Ma; or call her at 781-830-5719. The deadline for nominations is May 12, 2010! For more info please visit: www.massnurses.org/aboutmna/awards

NATIONAL NURSES UNITED TO GATHER IN WASHINGTON IN MAY

By Patricia Healey, RN During Nurses Week, May 10-12, Massachusetts Nurses will travel to Washington DC to take a stand on Health Care For All, Nurse Ratios and the Employee Free Choice Act, the three most important nursing bills before Congress. The National Nurses United has been organizing nurses across America to join together on Nurses Day, and speak out about these issues loud enough so that our legislators will hear us! Now that we have a national organization with the resources needed to take a stand on issues that are important to nurses and our patients, its time to use our strong voice where the health care decisions are being made--in Washington DC!. Hop on board, and join your colleagues from across the nation! Call today to and reserve your seat on the bus! Don’t wait---Call today! For more information, contact Region One Community Organizer Leo Maley at 781-520-1483 or lmaley@mnarn.org

National Nurses United Rally and Lobby Event

Celebrate Nurses Week with colleagues from across the country at this unity event.

Where: Washington, DC.

When: May 10, 11, and 12, 2010.

For more information or to reserve a space for this trip please call Leo Maley at 781-520-1483.

- MNA will coordinate buses and hotel reservations for members to travel to Washington to participate in this event.
- Buses will leave Massachusetts early on Monday, May 10 and return after the rally and lobbying on Wednesday, May 12.
- All meals, hotel and travel expenses are paid for by the MNA.
Springfield, Greenfield, Hadley and Northampton. Participants enthusiastically discussed the current health care bill in Congress, the Medicare for All movement, health care disparities facing urban minority citizens, as well as the local unions' contract fights to preserve health insurance for their members. Members reached consensus on organizing strategies, such as supporting “single payer” efforts, preserving union benefits, engaging union members to talk to their legislators, and organizing a national march on Washington.

For more information about Western Mass. Jobs With Justice activities and coalition members visit wmiwj.org.

 Unity leads to victory at Providence Hospital in Holyoke

On Dec. 23, 2009, shock waves ran through the tight knit group of staff working at Providence Behavioral Health Hospital in Holyoke, as hospital management unexpectedly fired two well-respected nurses from the 61-bed psychiatric hospital.

Described as the “glue that holds the unit together,” the sudden terminations of these nurses had a devastating effect on the unit and the hospital as a whole. Jean Travis, one of the fired RNs, said the terminations came out of nowhere. “I have been an RN for 36 years and 15 of those years have been spent caring for patients at Providence,” said Travis. “Then, after all this time of stellar evaluations and a great record, I am fired out of the blue just days before Christmas. It was unbelievable.”

“Seeing all the MNA members and other hospital workers standing behind us we were confident we would get our jobs back.”

Two days before Christmas and in response to the unjust terminations, the MNA filed grievances, submitted information requests and held meetings with hospital staff. During this process the nurses and the mental health workers at the facility, who are represented by the UAW, wore red and black pins that read “Rehire the Fired Nurses” as a way of showing support for their beleaguered colleagues.

“Seeing all the MNA members and other hospital workers standing behind us we were confident we would get our jobs back,” said Cindy Pleau, RN and the other nurse who was fired.

Thanks to the unity of their colleagues and the hard work of the MNA staff and the MNA committee at Providence, both Travis and Pleau returned to their positions less than one month after their unjust termination. “It was a unique set of circumstances and bringing them back was the right thing for the hospital to do,” said Andea Fox, RN the MNA associate director who represents Providence Hospital.

The two temporarily terminated nurses, (from left) Jean Travis and Cindy Pleau, celebrated with Providence committee members Jeannette Bledoeau, Danny DiRocco, Cindy Chaplin, Diane Michael, Marilyn Hernandez, Etienne Debaudrignien and Diane Sampson. Not pictured is Denny Gildlen, bargaining unit co-chair.

On Jan. 29 Travis and Pleau attended a “welcome back” party—an occasion that was originally meant to be an “in support of the nurses” party. The bargaining unit purposely scheduled the nurses’ celebration for the same night as the hospital’s “official” holiday gathering, and the unit was honored when the majority of floor staff chose to join in the nurses’ festivities rather than management’s.

Three months post, unit co-chair Diane Michael is looking for the lesson learned. “Hopefully hospital administration will use due diligence before they decide to fire nurses in the future,” she said.
Regional Council One of the MNA is a unit of the MNA. The Regional Council supports the MNA bargaining units, the Massachusetts Nurses Foundation and the MNA PAC in promoting the primary functions of education, political organizing, democratic member involvement and support for collective bargaining. The Regional Council also promotes education for professional activities, regional coalitions of MNA bargaining units and general members interested in advocacy. The Regional Council is accountable to the regional membership and the MNA Board of Directors and acts in accordance with general MNA policies and bylaws.

The Regional Council meets every second Monday of the month in the Region One office. Region One has several committees that we invite members to join: Education, Finance, Health and Safety, History, Legislative, Newsletter, and Scholarship Committees. Let your voice be heard, join us!

Call the Region One office for more information: 413-584-4607.